
      Buck Forest Pillow

Supplies:
• November 2017 Maxie Mail Box
• Purchased 18” Pillow Form (Available at Wal-Mart, or 

on Amazon here: http://amzn.to/2B0iNlO)
• Neutral thread for the bobbin. One spool of gray is 

provided, but may not be enough to complete your 
pillow if your quilting is dense. Use the provided thread 
in your needle, and I suggest using a thread you have 
on hand in gray, cream or white for the bobbin.

For detailed instructions from start to finish, be sure to view the video tutorial!

Press the beige pillow top fabric in half, in both directions, to create reference lines for the buck 
head placement. Peel the paper from the back of the buck head to expose the re-positionable 
fusible material. Place in the center of your pillow top fabric, as shown below. Fuse in place with 
an iron. 

Layer the fused pillow top with 
batting and muslin backing, 
provided in your box. (Shown 
inset, below.) Stitch around the 
buck head in your favorite 

manner. The 
video tutorial 
shows my 
favorite “Free-
Motion 
Appliqué” 
technique, 
dropping the 
feed dogs and 
moving around 

the edge in a free 
form manner, while moving off and on the edge of the appliqué. I think it looks best to stitch 
around the appliqué three times.     
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Quilt the pillow top in any way you like. The video details a “Wood-grain” design, but included on 
the Member’s page are several suggested quilting designs. After quilting, trim to approximately 
an 18” square.

Cut the half-yard pillow back fabric in half on the fold to make two pieces that are 18” x 22”. Fold 
each in half and press. Top-stitch the fold, about 1/2” away from the fold. Place your pillow front, 
right side up on your workspace. Layer the two pillow backs, folded edges toward the center, on 
the pillow top. They will overlap each other by about 3”. Pin in place. Stitch around the outer 
edges. 

Trim the corner triangles away, being careful not to cut your stitches. Turn right side out and 
insert your pillow form.

Enjoy! Please share pictures in my Maxie Makes Facebook, page and on Instagram using 
#maxiemail! Thank you for subscribing!
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